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Two different approaches for tracking vehicles
? Model-based approach as realized in Xtrack
+ Exploitation of model knowledge in order to predict object
feature location.
– Dependency on accurate predictions.

? Data driven approach
+ Detection of objects from the image features.
– Dependency on spatial coherence of features (e.g.
Flow).

Optical

? Combination in order to overcome weaknesses of each approach

Integrating MBA feedback as prior knowledge
in the DDA approach
? The Model-Based Approach make use of a 3D model of a vehicle
and knows the geometry of the scene, this provides
3 the 2D silhouette of the object (projection of the 3D model),
3 and a segment decomposition of the object.

Variational introduction of the silhouette as
prior shape knowledge
? A level set function φ(t) is used to represent the contour of the
object to be tracked at time t:

? The silhouette of the object can be also represented as a reference
(t)

level set function φM at time t.

? The energy term attracting the evolving level set φ(t) towards φ(t)
M,
modulo a rigid transformation A, is defined as follow:
Eshape(φ(t), A) =

Z
Ω

(t)

δα(φ(t)(x))(φ(t)(x) − φM (A(x))2dx

where δα is regularized version of the Dirac distribution.

Variational introduction of the segment
decomposition as a region-based prior
? An object consists of several subregions with homogeneous
intensity: ΩObject =

SN

i=1 Ωi .

? Then, the rigid transformation A previously defined should
minimize:
Esegments(A, {pi; i = 1, . . . , N }) = −

N Z
X
i=1

log pi(A(I(x))dx

Ωi

where pi(I) is the likelihood of I in the region i.

Homogeneous optical flow constraint
? It is assumed that the optical flow V (t) is homogeneous within the
shape of the vehicle:
Emotion(φ(t), {pin; pout}) =
Z 

H(φ(t)) log pin(V (t)(x)) + H(−φ(t)) log pout(V (t)(x)) dx
−
Ω

where:
3 H is a regularized version of the Heaviside distribution,
3 pin: probability density function for a value of the optical flow
to belong to the vehicle,
3 pout: probability density function for a value of the optical flow
not to belong to the vehicle
3 pin and pout are 2D-Gaussian probability density functions.

Global energy
? Adding a regularization term we obtain the following energy:
(t)

Etotal (φ , A, {pi; i = 1, .., N }, {pin; pout})
= αEsegments(A, {pi; i = 1, .., N })
(t)

+βEshape(φ , A)
(t)

+γEmotion(φ , {pin; pout})
(t)

+µEsmoothness(φ )

? A gradient descent is used to minimize this energy,
? The different weights (α, β, γ, µ) are constant and can be set once
for all.

Experiments
? Experiments with only the first term accounting for the
decomposition of the objects into segments:

success with a rather good init.

failure with too init.

Experiments
? Experiments with only the optical flow, and finally with everything:

Far from the object with only OF.

Accurate segmentation when using all modules

Tracking loop
? For every half-frame:
1. Segment Optical Flow in DDA.
2. Track object candidates in MBA.
Initialize new object candidate for new OF-segments.
Create shape priors.
3. Track shape priors in DDA.
4. Check consistency and combine tracking results.

Ongoing experiments
? No weighting yet of the different tracking results of the approaches.

Only MBA

MBA + DDA

Conclusion
? We have successfully shown that both approaches could be
combined together to improve each other, at least for some cases.

? Further experiments.
? Could it become possible to fuse both approached in one more
elegant and efficient one ?

